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Information Systems for Management (OL)
This course provides an overview of information systems (IS) in the business world.  It presents an organizational view of how
information technology (IT) is manipulated or applied to create competitive advantages, manage global organizations, transform
organizations, and collaborate with business partners more effectively. Topics include electronic businesses, information technology
infrastructure, databases, telecommunication systems, the strategic use of information systems, the development of information





Study Program Specific Outcomes
LO-1.1 Ability to critically identify problems/issues in management.
LO-1.2 Ability to create innovative solutions using relevant information and multidisciplinary research.
LO-4.3 Ability to propose solutions based on ethical analysis both local and international context.
Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 Examine the strategic uses of information technology.
LO2 Apply information technology in developing a corporate strategy.
LO3 Evaluate the use of technology in transforming the organization and creating new lines of business and new relationships with
other firms.
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NO STUDENT ID NAME GPS GPA ASSIGNMENT ABSENCE POST FORUM
1 2140048665 YANE MAULINA 0.00 3.63 0/0 0/2 0
2 2140050915 ONNY SHELVIA 0.00 3.42 0/0 0/2 0
3 2140050934 FRANSISCA DANIA PRIMA KASILLIA 0.00 3.79 0/0 0/2 0
4 2140050940 AMIN TEGUH PRAYITNO 0.00 3.46 0/0 0/2 0
5 2140050966 GEA LISTYA BUDIARTO 0.00 3.79 0/0 0/2 0
6 2140051003 ANINDITA WIDYA 0.00 3.29 0/0 0/2 0
7 2140051142 BADI ATUSSOLIHAH 0.00 3.79 0/0 0/2 0
8 2140051193 Christoper Samosir 0.00 3.87 0/0 0/2 0
9 2140051205 Muchlis Burhanuddin 0.00 3.87 0/0 0/2 0
10 2140051211 Muhammad Ilham Fauzi 0.00 4.00 0/0 0/2 0
11 2140051230 Dennish Candra Cahya Kusuma 0.00 4.00 0/0 0/2 0
12 2140051256 Muhamad Rifdi 0.00 3.87 0/0 0/2 0
13 2140051634 BIMA OKTRIYANTO 0.00 3.12 0/0 0/2 0
14 2140052076 DILLA SWAESTYA ANDARIANI 0.00 3.38 0/0 0/2 0
15 2140052321 TIRTA MELINDA BRISKI PURWATI 0.00 3.29 0/0 0/2 0
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Quiz (5%) Term Project
(30%)
Final Grade
1 2140048665 YANE MAULINA 96 92 90 83 90 91 A
2 2140050915 ONNY SHELVIA 82 81 91 87 80 85 A-
3 2140050934 FRANSISCA DANIA PRIMA
KASILLIA
88 92 91 95 80 88 A-
4 2140050940 AMIN TEGUH PRAYITNO 90 80 89 59 80 83 B+
5 2140050966 GEA LISTYA BUDIARTO 90 80 91 100 80 86 A-
6 2140051003 ANINDITA WIDYA 80 80 86 95 90 86 A-
7 2140051142 BADI ATUSSOLIHAH 81 78 88 84 90 86 A-
8 2140051193 Christoper Samosir 82 89 82 100 85 86 A-
9 2140051205 Muchlis Burhanuddin 84 88 93 77 85 88 A-
10 2140051211 Muhammad Ilham Fauzi 97 96 93 85 85 92 A
11 2140051230 Dennish Candra Cahya Kusuma 96 90 97 100 85 92 A
12 2140051256 Muhamad Rifdi 85 76 95 100 85 87 A-
13 2140051634 BIMA OKTRIYANTO 69 71 73 73 80 75 B
14 2140052076 DILLA SWAESTYA ANDARIANI 0 79 90 35 90 76 B
15 2140052321 TIRTA MELINDA BRISKI
PURWATI
86 81 90 100 90 88 A-
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